founda

The new approach in
scalable application creation
You have ideas, yet no time to build them.
Founda offers a new way to build applications.
It is a platform to create and run complex
applications effortlessly. At its core, Founda is a
framework that includes infrastructure.

At Founda we believe that you should focus on
what makes your product unique.
We take care of all:
• SDKs
• Documentation
• API validation
• Analytics
• Monetization
• Caching
• And more…

Your application on Founda’s framework

No code creator: there is no longer a need to learn how to code. With Founda,
you can create new applications by drawing your business logic and speaking
with our smart assistant Nina.
Low code creator: you can use the same tools as the no-code creator. When
you need to dive deeper, you have full access to front-end and back-end code.
You can also build locally using our CLI.
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Benefits

BEST PRACTICES

Always in Sync
Docs

SDKs

Always in sync: Founda ensures that your SDKs,
Docs, APIs and apps are always aligned.

API

No lock-in: migrate away to your own infrastructure
anytime you want.

Web
Business Logic
Specifications

Deploy instantly: build an application using our
framework and press a button to release it instantly no need to wait.

Mobile

Full IAM system: with OAuth2 out of the box.
Marketplace: no need to build everything from
scratch, re-use existing (3rd party) components.

Versions

Analytics
Releases

Deploying

Developer friendly: access code at the lowest level
to tweak what you want.

Notes

SERVERLESS

Analytics: to keep track of the users on your
applications & the performance of your applications.

Release notes: simple tool to track changes and
generate meaningful release notes.
Platform overview
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API Creator

No - code

Serverless: your API will run on our high performance serverless
infrastructure. If your application gains popularity, you don’t have to
worry about your application running into problems. Because we are
serverless, we can scale quickly without having to manually get
involved.

Mobile apps: create stunning native mobile apps without code
using our drag & drop app designer.

Versioning: we facilitate best practices including versioning (simple
upgrades) that ensures your API, documentation, your apps & SDKs
are always in sync. We give you full control over your version lifecycle.

API creator: create powerful APIs and business logic using a
simple visual editor.

Data storage: high performance, scalable databases for your API.

Web apps: design beautiful websites with our intuitive web page
creator.

Nina: our smart assistant, backed-up by our implementation
engineers, help you get your application up and running quickly.

File storage: easy access to all the files your API or UI needs to run.
Staged releasing: we support the most robust dev-ops processes to
ensure that your application will do what you promised your
customers before it goes into production.
Built-in caching: we ensure high speed performance of your
application for all your customers.
Staged releasing
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